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-David Heiszler-

reetings brothers and sisters,
my thoughts this month
revolve around the business
plan (or lack thereof) that the USPS
is pursuing. Now I will be the first to
admit that I am in no way qualified
to run a fortune 500 company,
unfortunately it would appear that
those in charge of the Postal Service
fall into this same category. I know
some reading this (management
reads the 79er also) will say it’s easy
to point out flaws and anyone can
play Monday morning quarterback,
but you don’t have to take my
word for it. Look at what some of
the outcomes have been over the
last several years as reported by
the Postal Regulatory Commission
(PRC). As recently as March of this
year the PRC found that there has
been “a recent dramatic decline
of service performance”. This was
in reference to all types of mail
across the first class spectrum,
our bread and butter product that
has historically paid the way for
all other services we offer. If that
wasn’t bad enough, the PRC went
on to say that since they began
evaluating the service performance
of the USPS, this was the first time
no first class products met their
service performance targets. Lest
you believe what is told to you by
your local managers that this poor
showing is all caused by carriers

(Continued on Page 5)
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President's Report:

Renton Arbitration Victory

T

-Jo Ann Pyle-

here have been articles in the
last two issues of The SeventyNiner regarding Renton
management, specifically Soon Kim
eliminating a forty-eight year past
practice of fifteen minute breaks in
Renton.
As of the deadline for the June issue
of the newsletter we hadn’t actually
received the arbitration award. I am
thrilled to report that on May 13th
Arbitrator Harry MacLean rendered
his award sustaining the union’s
grievance.

Since Jason Valian and I have
already discussed this case in the
newsletter I will simply make a few
brief observations from the actual
award. A major consideration in the
arbitrator’s decision was that the
union negotiated this practice in 1967
during local negotiations. The fact that
then Renton President Geno Orcutt
was able to testify with such clarity
about those negotiations forty-eight
years ago was a major factor in the
arbitrator’s decision. Geno’s testimony
was strengthened by statements from
others on his negotiating team at the
time.
Some of our grievances go to
arbitration and we lose when we think
we should have won. Some go to
arbitration that we think we should
win and we do win. Are you seeing
a pattern here? We think we should

win them all. This particular case felt
like a real victory for the union and
specifically for Renton carriers. Now
maybe we can quit talking about this.
We’ll see!
Contract Negotiations Continue
This portion of my article is directly
from the NALC website so if you visit
there you may have seen this already.
I know, however, that many of you
don’t get to the website often and I
thought this was important enough to
make sure you saw it.
Following 90 days of bargaining
over the terms of a new National
Agreement—culminating in a week of
intense negotiations—NALC and the
U.S. Postal Service announced tonight
that the bargaining period would
be extended beyond the midnight
expiration of the 2011-2016 contract
on May 20.
During the extended period of
negotiations, the terms and conditions
of the 2011-2016 contract will remain
in effect.
NALC President Fredric Rolando
issued the following statement:
The intensive discussions we’ve had
over the past three months—both
at the main table on key economic
provisions, and among the numerous
committees composed of NALC

(Continued on Page 5)
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Branch Meeting Summarized Minutes
June 8th, 2016
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Kevin Gottlieb

President Jo Ann Pyle called the May Branch
meeting to order at 7:00 PM.
Chaplain Mats Julin read an inspirational
message.
A roll call of officers found Chriss Daniels and
Garrett Scott absent.
Communications: Mark Myers read thank you
letters to the branch.
Applications for Membership:
Kevin Gottlieb read the names of 31 new
applications for membership. MSC
President Jo Ann Pyle:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Spoke about the state convention:
•
Thanked all the committee
chairs from the convention.
•
A video is on youtube.com
from the state convention
Friday night entertainment.
•
Thanked Austin Cooper’s
band that played at the
Friday night entertainment.
•
Thanked Michael C. Keels’
son who played piano at
the banquet. Michael also
joined his son on the guitar.
•
Dave Heiszler was named
shop steward of the year.
•
Jack Hayes was awarded
the outstanding service
award.
Renton 15 minute break was won
at arbitration. Geno Orcutt was the
difference. Thanked Coby Jones, the
union advocate.
Read the definition of the new postal
method for improvement called Lean
Six Sigma.
The contract expired on May 20,
2016. Negotiations continue and the
2011-2016 contract is still in effect.
Read recent statement from Fred
Rolando.
Amazon is hiring drivers to deliver
parcels in Bellevue and Federal Way.
Bothell Installation is marching in the
Bothell 4th of July Parade. Volunteers
welcomed.
Half yearly shop steward
appreciation meeting is the last
Wednesday of June. Coby Jones will
be doing OWCP training.
Tonight is the yearly memorial
service.

Vice President BJ Hansen:
Talked about a news story she heard today
about Angelo’s in Burien. This is the restaurant
the retirees use for their yearly luncheon. One
of the employees was hit by a drunk driver.
•
June is Seattle Pride Parade.
•
Over 1,000 grievances to date.
Memorial Service
Business from the Floor:
•
•

Austin Cooper thanked the branch
for allowing his band to play at the
convention.
BJ asked for applause for Jo Ann for
all her work preparing for the state
convention.

Condolence Mark Myers:
•

•

Read the names of those that recently
departed, including Gold Card
members John Bertagni and Frank
Parente. A moment of silence was
observed.
Pat Costello spoke about Frank.

Good of Order Peggy Cooper:
•

We need food suggestions.

KCLC/WSLC Mark Myers:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Spoke about upcoming labor events
Don Bennett spoke about the
machinists strike in Spokane,
Democrat and COPE convention.
The Washington State Alliance is
reorganizing, FERS and SSN and its
attackers.
Brian Wiggins spoke about the hat
being passed around at the state
convention for the machinists on
strike in Spokane.
Jack Hayes said that he and Rick
Horner walked the picket line with
the machinists.
Rick spoke about a labor event in
Spokane concerning the strike.
NALC will support Hillary for
president.

(Continued on Page 4)
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Dates to Remember

Shop

Stewards
Auburn.....................Sharlamar Alderin
Auburn..............................Son Nguyen
Bainbridge Island...............Erika Wales
Ballard..........................Tyson Burchak
Ballard.....................Michelle Holthaus
Ballard...............................Matt Rollins
Bellevue Annex...............Sonny Diwan
Bellevue Annex...................Eric Magat
Bellevue Crossroads......Alia Chaudhry
Bellevue Crossroads......Tisha Peterson
Bellevue Main.................Cory Carlson
Bitterlake................................Ron Jilk
Bitterlake.............................Carol Ford
Bothell......................Susan Mulholland
Bothell...............................Terry Nixon
Burien...............................Tracie Steele
Columbia................Edward Johnson Jr.
Des Moines..........................John Flynn
Enumclaw...................Steve McMullen
Georgetown...........................JV Cortez
Interbay..............David Kidder-Fincher
Interbay...........................Jose Martinez
Issaquah...............................................
Kirkland........................Archie Asberry
Kirkland.........................Alfredo Dwan
Lake City......................Andrew Forray
Mercer Island..................Amilin Santos
Midtown/Seattle..............Jamar Brown
Mill Creek.............................Luong Ha
Mill Creek.....................Brian Wiggins
North City........................Ron Grisham
North City............................Bay Young
Part-Time Regulars..........Cathy Brandt
Redmond ........................Eric McMeins
Redmond...........................Ken Stevens
Renton/Hlds....................Chriss Daniels
Renton/Hlds.Deborah Znak-St.Germain
Renton/Main.........................................
Riverton...........................Dave Heiszler
Riverton.......................Curtis Matthews
Seattle Carrier Annex....Enrique Molina
Seattle Carrier Annex Deborah Patterson
Seattle Carrier Annex...Lucas Watanabe
Skyway.................................Lee Brown
Term Station.....................Emily Taylor
Twin Lakes...................Tawnie Brenner
Twin Lakes....................Kevin Gottlieb
University..........................Will Collins
Wallingford...................Scott Anderson
Wallingford...................Nick Simmons
Wedgwood........................Susan Steele
West Seattle.....................Ryan Ellison
Westwood..............Gonzaldo Gonzoles
Westwood..........................Brad Larsen

Branch Meeting
Swedish Club
1920 Dexter Ave N
July 13th / 7 pm
Next Month's Meeting
August 10th/ 7 pm

Director of Retirees
John Sweeney
206-283-3079
Director of
Insurance
Michael C. Keels
206-380-5971

and at each meeting's conclusion:
Drawing for $50 Gift card

Retired Club
Summer Break

Steward Council
Branch 79 Office
210 Queen Anne Ave N

July 27th / 7 pm

Gold Card Members
Arthur Ackerman
Darrell Anderson
Vernon Anderson
Larry Austin
Donald Ballard
Gene Betz
Billy Bigelow
Robert Bigelow
G.R. Blair
Lawrence J. Branze
Frank Burdulis
Richard Byland
George Condon
William Coyner
Eugene Dell
John Dunlap
George Eggler
Ronald Eng
Ronald Engen
Robert Erb
James Farmer, Jr.
Willard Fox
Earl Frank, Jr.
Conrad Gettman
Weslie Gilbertson
Jack Gummer
Elmer Gunnerson
Robert Hancock

Francis P. Hennessey
Ron Henry
Danny Hess
Kenneth Hicks
Charles H. Houston
Earlie L. Hudson
Arthur Jenkins
John Janousek
Kenneth Johnston
Jerry Jonason
Richard Klein
James Kramer
Noel Lambert
Frank LaRiviere
Robert Leahy
Donald Lowe
Roy Luquette
Don Madsen
Peter Madsen
Michael Mangan
Donald Markey
John Martin
Richard McFadden
Robert Michels
Robert McBerry
Lafayette Moore
Lewis Moore
Wayne Morgan

Ed Morris Jr.
Kenneth Nelson
Gary Nolta
Mike Offield
Larry Olsen
Junji Ono
Eugene Orcutt
Earl Osterberg
John Otis
Charles Owens
Dan Padilla
David Parmelee
David Payne
William Petersen
Robert Peterson
Bernhart Ritscher
Charles Roberts
James Robinson
David Rodger
Don Sanders
Gerald Samson
Donald Shannon
Wayne Sonnenfeld
Griffith Stockwell
Robert Studley
Gerald Swanson
Jimmy Terada
James Wood

(Summarized Minutes From Page 2)
MDA Brian Wiggins:
•
•

Informed the members about the
prizes for tonight’s MDA drawing.
$695 was raised at the state
convention for MDA.

Food Drive Brooks Bennett:
•
•
•
•
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Brooks talked about the food drive
results.
Discussion about the lack of media
coverage.
Food is still coming in after the drive
is over. Thanked Jack Hayes for
helping out at Bitterlake.
Austin Cooper volunteered at
Wallingford.

Books are closing
Picnic/Softball Committee Ron Jilk:

(Riverton Review from Front)
not working hard enough; let’s look
at the underlying reasons for such
a dismal report. For starters the
decision to close a large number
of processing plants nationwide
doesn’t fall at the feet of the carriers.
Did anyone really believe by taking
such draconian measures that
service would not be brutalized?
Second, who remembers the feel
good talk of “load leveling”? While
the term sounds soothing in reality
it is nothing more than curtailing.
No matter how you label it, the
results are very clear, SLOW mail
service. Has anyone wondered why
recently the new buzz is “everything
everyday”? That is a direct result
of many major mailers asking why
they are still willing to pay for
service that they simply are not
receiving.
A further major blunder the
PRC found revolved around the
discounts offered to some of our
largest mailers. Now I do believe
to be successful in business one
needs to take care of your biggest
customers. Unfortunately 24 of
the “work sharing discounts” the
USPS offered to some of our biggest
mailers, were found to have cost the

•
•

Picnic is July 31 at Petrovitsky Park.
Team deadline is June 30.

Retired Club Pat Costello:
•

On summer break and the need for
new members.

Seventy-Niner:
•
Deadline is this Sunday.
Director of Retirees John Sweeney:
•
•
•

Scholarship drawing and retirement
seminar was conducted last month.
Thanked Kim Tolbert for getting the
retirement binders prepared.
Spoke about Bernie and the Super
delegates.

Trustees’ Report:
•

Brian reported that the trustees met
and found the books in good order.
MSC.

P.O. money. It was discovered that
the work could have been done at a
lower cost by postal workers than
the discounts given to the mailers.
In other words this company paid
extra to take work away from its
own employees. Brilliant strategy if
ever I heard it.
One real head scratcher concerns
our “deal” with Amazon. As you are
most assuredly aware, currently
in the P.O. it is all Amazon, all the
time. We actually are Amazons
largest shipper, edging out UPS
with over 30% of all items shipped
via Amazon. Management will tell
you the same story, that Amazon
is huge for us and that we must
do everything possible to keep
them happy. To a certain extent I
agree, where I differ is why we are
giving away the farm so to speak
in order to capture their business.
The company won’t say what our
profit margin is per item handled
with Amazon, but I would not be
surprised in the least if it costs us
more than what we make. Recently
when shipping costs went up 9.3%
for every other shipper in America,
due to the sweetheart deal Amazon
cut with the P.O., their rates stayed

•

The membership was also informed
of the donations approved by the
officers.

Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers:
•
•

Reported on the Branch finances.
MSC
Membership report was given.

Dates to Remember:
Gold Card Luncheon
Shop Steward meeting
Branch meeting
Branch picnic

6/12/16
6/22/16
7/13/16
7/31/16

Peggy Cooper suggested that the donations for
next month go to the on strike machinists.
MDA drawing won by Ken Park & Brooks
Bennett.
Door Prize won by Don Bennett
Meeting adjourned at 8:16 PM.

the same. I wonder who ate the
added expenses…well there goes
you’re hoped for pay raise.

Another item that the PRC found
unsettling was the USPS venturing
into services that it is particularly
ill equipped to handle. They
cited grocery and fish delivery
specifically. Now I don’t fault our
visionaries for thinking outside
the box, but anyone in business
will tell you focus on what your
best at first, and then try new
endeavors. Our organization seems
to think differently, simultaneously
degrading our core business while
also branching out into uncharted
waters that we have no experience
in. What could possibly go wrong
with this plan?
It amazes me every day that in spite
of ourselves as an organization,
we still manage to get the basic job
done. In my opinion it is a testament
to the honest hard work that the
vast majority of those doing the
work day in and day out perform.
Keep it up; my future retirement
depends on you!
In solidarity,
Dave
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(Renton Arbitration from Front)
Executive Council members and
management representatives—have
been productive and professional.
Although we cannot say definitively
that we will be able to reach an
agreement without resorting to
the law’s mediation and interest
arbitration procedures, there has
been tangible progress and both sides
remain committed to attempting to
reach a mutually acceptable tentative
agreement.
What is at stake in these negotiations?
Obviously, setting wages that reward
all letter carriers—career and noncareer alike—for their exceptional
contributions to the Postal Service’s
essential service to the people and
businesses of the United States
is the most critical issue. Years
of hard work and dedication
by America’s city carriers have
positioned the Postal Service to
meet the evolving needs of the
nation’s mailers, shippers and
citizens.

The Seventy-Niner
of America’s city letter carriers, the
nation’s most trusted workers. Our
bargaining team is acutely aware of
this responsibility and is committed to
fulfilling it.
As long as we see a path toward
success, we will stay at the table and
work as hard as we can to reach a new
National Agreement.
Washington State Letter Carrier
Convention a Success
In May, Branch 79 hosted the 116th
Washington State Association of
Letter Carriers’ Convention. The
theme of our convention was “Seattle
Brews”. We combined coffee and beer.
Two things letter carriers love. I’ve
included a picture of our convention
booklet cover with our fabulous
convention logo.

The inadequacy of city carrier
assistant (CCA) wages and
the need to improve career
conversion rights for CCAs are
glaring problems that must also
be addressed.
Repairing and improving the
work culture in carrier stations
across the country also is a
major focus of our contract
talks.
We are negotiating at a
time of great challenges and great
opportunities for the Postal Service
of the 21stcentury. The Postal
Service must evolve to become an
indispensable public utility for
the internet age, and it is NALC’s
responsibility at the bargaining
table to shape that evolution
constructively—both to improve
service and to assure the Postal
Service’s long-term viability, while
strengthening the terms and conditions

During the business we discussed
and acted on a budget for the State
Association, heard from some
speakers, acted on commendations,
resolutions and proposed by-laws
changes.
Convention activities also include
the annual J.O. Shelton Memorial
Golf Tournament, a Retiree/Auxiliary
luncheon and our annual banquet.
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We also include some training
opportunities.
Branches proposed a number of
commendations for congressional
representatives and for some NALC
officers and staff. This year Branch 79
members Michael Keels and Kevin
Gottlieb received commendations
for their work at Step B, Coby
Jones received one for his OWCP
work, and Branch 791 (Snohomish
County) submitted a commendation
for Seattle Area Organizes which
included Branch 79 members Mark
Myers, Chriss Daniels, Rick Hoang,
Kevin Gottlieb, Brian Wiggins and
myself. Thank you Branch 791 for
recognizing activists who do the new
employee orientations.
Some Resolutions that were passed by
the body included Sunday Premiums
for CCAs, Zip Front Hooded
Postal Sweatshirts, Expedited
Consideration for Article 16.7
(emergency suspensions), Article
25 (higher level) to Apply to CCAs
and Branch Presidents to be Notified
of CCA Conversions. All approved
resolutions are forwarded to the
national convention for action.
Our state president and Branch 79
officer, Brian Wiggins did a great
job chairing the convention. More
Branch 79 highlights include:
Riverton Shop Steward Dave
Heiszler won the Robert Morley
Shop Steward of the year award
and Brother Jack Hayes won the
Outstanding Service Award. This
award is one of the highlights of our
convention and is presented at our
banquet each year. Congratulations to
Dave and Jack.
Before I end this report I want to
thank my Convention Committee
Chairs for doing a great job. Chriss
Daniels was the Convention Chair
with assistance from Brooks Bennett.
Other Committee Chairs were: Tawnie
Brenner, Kevin Gottlieb, BJ Hansen,
Mats Julin, Mark Myers, Garrett Scott,
Angie Shoemaker, John Sweeney and
Brian Wiggins.
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Call 1-800-247-7328 or Visit a Branch Nearest You
FEDERALLY INSURED BY NCUA

*Annual Percentage Rate. All rates and terms are subject to change. All loans are subject to approval. Your rate and term are
determined by your credit history and loan amount. Rate presented for 2009 and newer. Other rates may apply. Rates are
current as of May 1, 2016.

www.thestand.org

Where is a carrier to go

for news about working people?
Every Day the Stand is delivering AWARD WINNING news.
Every Day the Stand is updated about working people's issues.
Forget MSNBC, FOXnews, CNN and the rest.
Take a STAND for the news that is for us by us,

every day!
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Membership Report
As Reported at the June 2016 Branch Meeting
Secretary-Treasurer Mark Myers

					
New Members				
31
Left Service				
0
Transfer Out				
1
Cancelled				
0
Retired					
3
Deaths					
2
Active				
1902
Associate				
31
Total Retired			
490*
*Includes Gold Card Members 66
Total Membership		

Shared Services
(National Human Resources)
1-877-477-3273
http://liteblue.usps.gov
You’ll need your Employee ID#
and your USPS PIN.

2423
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Congratulations
Recent Retirees
Chuck Lew
Michael Rexroad
Nancy Runion
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MEMORIAL
Brother Clarence Harig
Retired
Brother Frank Parente
Gold Card
Linda Brown
Mother-in Law of Brother Essam Helmy
Louis C. Deluca
Father of Brother Tom Deluca
Phyllis Fosberg
Mother of Brother Dana Fosberg

Brookfield
Uniforms

Designers and Producers
of Highest Quality
Union Made Uniforms
Get $465 for your $420 allowance.
Seattle Odd Zips

Ken Eline

Retired Br. 79
1526 NE 165th St
Shoreline WA 98155
206-365-2659 Cell: 206-271-3053
Seattle Even Zips

Larry Anderson
Retired Br. 79
P.O. Box 69444
Seattle WA 98168
206-653-7815

Welcome New Members
M.O. Null
Kekulaekahi Victorino
Candance Rain
Winyu Urairuk
Cementry Martin
Caley Moering
Jang Hwang
Harold Avelar
Simratpal Gill
Yijun Tong
Alexander Weseman
Rahele Zeleke
James Holland
Jarett DeSanto
Fikir Bezuneh
Michael Lewis
Brittani Berry
David Barin
Tori Westman
Michael Griffin
Abdulkadir Sheikhuna
Poe Alefaio
Gaurav Bedi
Nigel Fruean, Jr.
Amber Fulgencio
Casey Duncan
Jesse Patasomcit
Aimee Boyd
Somnang Bou
Kent Orr
James Davidson

The Seventy-Niner
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Comic Courtesy of Jack Hayes

Thank You

D

-Risako Dey-

ear National Association
of Letter Carriers,

I am writing to thank you for
your generous $2,000 Branch
79 Scholarship. I was very
happy and appreciative to
learn that I was selected as the
recipient of your Scholarship.

I am an AP Student with a
strong emphasis on science
and mathematics. I plan to
pursue a career in Nursing upon
graduating from the Governor

John R Rogers
High School. I
am currently a
senior and plan
to graduate on
June 18, 2016.
After graduation,
I will attend
the University
of Washington
Seattle to earn my
nursing degree.
Thanks to you, I
am one step closer
to that goal.
By awarding me
the Branch 79
Scholarship, you

have lightened my
financial burden
which allows me
to focus more on
the most important
aspect of school,
learning. Your
generosity has
inspired me to
help others and
give back to the
community. I
hope one day I will
be able to help
students achieve
their goals just as
you have helped
me.
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Official Outstanding Service Award
Announcement from State Convention
ach year the Washington State Association of Letter Carriers presents the Outstanding Service Award (OSA) to
one of our member letter carriers.

The award is given to one chosen from the letters of nomination the OSA committee receives.

Tonight’s recipient began working for the Postal Service more than three decades ago after serving in the Army,
including service in Vietnam and North Korea. This carrier has a grandchild. This carrier is a native Washingtonian,
born and raised in Western Washington. This carrier has been married for over 40 years and has raised two children,
putting both through college. He has been active in his children’s’ lives including being a youth baseball coach.
Throughout this carrier’s career, the recipient has been active in charity and community works.
This carrier’s community work has included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working tirelessly to raise money for the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA),
Including attending the Labor Day Telethon as a worker for many, many years,
The carrier has helped out at MDA summer camps each year,
And volunteers for the Food Drive every year.
This carrier served many meals at the Union Gospel Mission,
Distributed food at a local food bank,
Volunteered for Food Life Line repacking events,
Helped prepare unclaimed bicycles for shipping to Africa,
Donated generously to a church project to build a safe house in Nepal for women and children victims of sex
trafficking,
And was on the Branch 79 team that travelled to New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina to assist Habitat for
Humanity rebuilding homes.

This modest carrier is a hero
in many of our eyes.
This carrier is a prolific
writer and local, regional
and national award winning
cartoonist.
This year’s recipient is of
course-Jack Hayes.

Photo of Jack Hayes at
Podium courtesy of Chris
Larsen
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More pictures from State Convention - May 2016
Photos courtesy of
Chris Larsen
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The Weiner Warden
-Don Nokes-

O

n Saturday, May 14,
2016 letter carriers
went out of their way to
#StampOutHunger. It’s a day of
self-sacrifice and selflessness that
letter carriers across the nation
participated in wholeheartedly. It’s
a demonstration of man’s humanity
to man, a 24th annual event, and
the nation’s largest one-day food
collection effort. Who could not get
behind that? I’ll give you one guess.
Yes. Management! Leave it to postal
management to take a day dedicated
to compassion for the poor and
turn it into a means to torture their
workforce. These screwballs
missed their era – they should
have been born during the
Inquisition.
Management at Westwood
Station decided that the best
way to exercise the soul of their
generosity was to hold the
hotdogs hostage. No one was
allowed to touch their weiners
or grab their buns without first
receiving clearance from the
Weiner Warden. Whether this
204B had made this executive
decision on his own (highly
unlikely), or whether the order
to guard the barbeque was
handed down from on high –
whatever – anyone wishing to
approach the food outlay had to be
inspected by the 204B first. Was he
channeling June Cleaver, making
sure the carriers had “washed up
for dinner”? No. If they had not
pulled down and weren't ready for
the street they were not allowed
to eat. Yes, this 204B was doing his
best MC Hammer impersonation scuttling crab-like, back and forth
in front of the food - screaming at

the carriers, “Can’t touch this!” All
that was missing was a pair of silk
parachute pants. You may think I’m
making this up, but Seinfeld and
the Soup Nazi have nothing on this
“Newman”.
For whatever reason - it was
left to this eager beaver to bring
the hammer down on carriers
seeking sustenance without
proper clearance. This 204B, this
supervisory stalwart, this man
amongst men, this clear-eyed
nincompoop, had determined that
the best way for management to

get the biggest bang for its buck,
was to demand that before being
allowed access to the feed fest the
carriers had to demonstrate their
worthiness to get forked first.

This involved a process where
a worker would approach the
barbeque pit, and instead of getting
a plate, he was given a hard time.
“Are you pulled down?” Excuse

July 2016

me? The 204B, not one to be easily
hoodwinked, would trot off to
inspect the Carrier’s route, then race
back to the pit to reward the worker
- or not. I kid you not. It was like
Scott Baio and MC Hammer had had
a baby, and out of this sordid union
was hatched this 204B guard dog. At
break time when workers came out
to enjoy some of the 204B’s fresh
cooked comestibles, if they were not
street ready – they were not food
worthy. “Can’t touch this!”

Postal supervisory personnel are
not the most useless people on the
planet. I’m sure there may be others,
Snooki comes to mind, like people
that provide pet wigs and jewelry
for Fido (I take that one back, there
may be some meaning in that.).
But USPS supervisory personnel –
when their only purpose is
to think up ways to tighten
the screws, to badger, berate,
and belittle – sicken me. (FYI
- I never ate their food. When
management would put on
a feed for us…..I never ate it.
It’s tainted. I wouldn’t touch
that food with their forked
tongues.) Management never
provides anything for free you may quote me.
Sad to say, but they can’t
even do something nice for
people without dropping
into their draconian posture,
hiking up their mawashi
loincloths, and adopting
a sumo wrestler’s stance
in front of the foodstuffs for cry
sakes. “Can’t touch this!” Yes, the
post office has finally found a use
for supervisory personnel – Weiner
Wardens - keeping all those hungry
carriers at bay and away from
those hotdogs. “Have you pulled
your route down? Let me check. No
weiners for you. Next!” Welcome to
the world of the absurd.
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Gold Card Luncheon - June 12th
Photos courtesy of Mark Myers and Jo Ann Pyle

New members present L-R: Richard Klein, Wayne Morgan, Earl Frank, Dave Parmelee
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(Standing Together from Back)
gusts push against the car as it
made its way toward the gorgeous
Columbia River gorge at George
with its breathtaking landscape.
Before long we had passed Moses
Lake and Ritzville and were closing
in on our destination. Flat fields of
farmland and grazing cattle seemed
to flash by us as we cruised along.
In just over a mere 5-1/2 hours we
were there.

We arrived at the strike site at
around 12:15 p.m. in front of
the Triumph Composite Systems
plant located at Airway Heights
in Spokane County, nine miles
west of Spokane, Washington.
The Pennsylvania based Triumph
Company purchased the business
from Boeing in 2003 for $42.3
million dollars. It is the sole supplier
of Boeing’s environmental air duct
systems, floor panels, flight deck
components and many other parts
for Boeing 737, 747, 777 and 787
airplanes. It also provides parts to
United Airlines, Southwest Airlines,
Delta and others.

L Brother Hayes
R Brother Horner

We parked the car and headed
over to the strike shack. Overhead,
we heard the drone of cargo
planes flying in and out of nearby
Fairchild Air Force Base. We were
greeted by brother Darrin Truitt
who brought us up to date on the
strike. He introduced us to his coworkers walking the line. I met
Khung Luu, who in 1979 left his
home in Vietnam and with other
‘boat people’ made their way to
Indonesia. Khung lived in a refugee
camp there for 10 months before
he was sponsored by a church in
America and arrived here in 1980.
His entire family is now living in
America. I met Randy Myers, his
wife Tara and their daughter Emily.
His is the only income for his family.
He said it is hard to make ends
meet on such
low wages. He
is willing to
sacrifice now for
a better future
later. According
to him and
others who
were there on
May 9th --- 93%
of the union
workers voted
to not accept
the company’s
final offer for
a three year
contract. The
union offered
to continue
talks “anywhere
at any time”.
Triumph chose to lock out the
403 union workers and hired
scabs to replace them. Twice daily
five chartered buses roll through

the main gate with replacement
workers on board to relieve the
previous shift of scabs. They are
always greeted by raised placards
and shouts of protest.

Back in 2013 under that contract,
the union workers gave up $4.00 per
hour in pay, they lost their pensions
and the company began a two tier
pay system that starts new workers
at $11.00 per hour. The top scale
for current employees is $21.45
per hour according to those union
workers we talked to that afternoon.
The workers want restored what
was taken in the 2013 contract.
In addition, the company has been
outsourcing work to Mexico in
direct violation of the
contract. The shoddy parts come
back to Triumph from Mexico
and have to be reworked to meet
airline specifications. Then they are
shipped out as if they were entirely
made in the U.S.. Rick and I met and
spoke at length to Local 86 business
representative Steve Warren.
He brought a box of homemade
sandwiches to feed his members
and listened to the latest news from
the strikers. He said there has been
no progress at that time for further
talks with Triumph management.

Rick and I were on the picket line
most of the five hours we were
there. We walked to three other
locations, the back entrance where
union members Diane Deal (25 year
employee) and her son Britton (10
year employee), were stationed

(Continued on Page 15)
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(Standing Together from 14)
waterproofing picket signs with
large clear strips of tape, and then
to two locations along the highway
where strikers were receiving
honks and waves from passing
union sympathizers. Brother Mike
Poff stopped by and joined us to
give support to everyone there. We
stayed till nearly 5:30 p.m. so we
could make our voices heard as
buses brought in the replacement
workers as they pulled in the front
entrance.

Before we left we gave our brothers
and sisters our case of bottled water
and wished them success in their
courageous struggle. The next day
Rick and I each sent a generous
donation check to Local 86 to
support their cause.

In the 1940s, after the war, union
membership was reaching 33
percent in the U.S. Most Americans
could raise a family on one income
(I know my father raised five
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children on one income.) Life was
good. Today union membership is
down to roughly about 11.3 percent.
Today it often takes two incomes
to raise a family and keep a middle
class lifestyle. When workers have
money in their pocket after the bills
are paid America prospers and so
does Business.

When wages are low corporations
prosper and America workers suffer.
The workers of the IAM Lodge 751
Local 86 are fighting the good fight
for all of America. We must stand
against outsourcing---stripping

away worker benefits---union
busting tactics and slave wages. We
need to support them and all labor
unions who fight for and deserve
living wages, health care and
retirement security in exchange for
their years of dedicated labor. We
must stop the war
on workers. This
is an orchestrated
tactic by greedy
capitalists to bring
American wages
down to the rest of
the world. It must
be stopped!
An injury to one
is an injury to all.
We must all stand
together. I applaud
brother Rick
Horner for putting the union bug in
my ear and including me in taking
action to make a difference to our
brothers and sisters in Spokane.
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Nomination Letter for
Dave Heiszler for Shop
Steward Award

I

, Cathy M. Brandt, nominate Dave
Heiszler for the ‘Bob Morley’
award this year. I have been
working as a Shop Steward (PTR’s)
at Riverton Station for around 4
years, which is where Dave also
Stewards. During that time I’ve
had many, many conversations
with Dave in seeking (or giving)
information or advice. We’ve also
brainstormed or just shared our
woes and triumphs. This has been
so important for me, and I’m sure
for many others. I’m sure he also
spends his personal time on Union
matters and becomes overloaded,
but he never appears to be stressed,
out-of-sorts, etc. His sense of humor
is a also a big plus in this work.
I’ve found Dave to be an extremely
knowledgeable and experienced
Steward and person. He doesn’t
seem to let much get past him, and
he stays very active in working on
grievances at Riverton. He has gone
the extra yard for the full timers, the
Union, other Stations, and for me as
a fellow Steward. In his Steward job
he retains a calm but firm demeanor
with management, which is a true
asset. I admire his ability to stick
to the facts without letting his
emotions into the equation...difficult
to do with some of the types of
people in management that we have
to deal with.

Dave is truly about fairness and
advocating for all people’s rights.
I’ve seen this many times, and also
experienced it first hand. As a PartTime Regular (vs full time emloyee)
I’ve actually experienced some
disparate attitude and treatment
from a few of my own Union Sisters
and Brothers. That attitude makes it
even more difficult for me working
as a Steward for the part timers.
However with Dave, in every single
instance I’ve seen that he considers
all employees equal, whether they
are those he represents, our part
timers, or City Carrier Assistants.
He understands we need to stay
UNITED!
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Letter Carrier Food Drive Totals for Branch 79
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the Fun!

Branch 79’s Picnic & Softball Tournament
Sunday July 31st
Petrovitsky Park
16400 SE Petrovitsky Road
Renton 98058
Door Prizes
Grill Open 11:00am –1:00pm
Letter Carrier Band Music 12:00-1:00pm
Face Painting 11:30-2:30pm
Baking Contest Entries Deadline 1:00pm
Don’t Forget a Side Dish to Share!!
GAMES for ALL AGES! by
West Coast Entertainment 1:00pm-3:00pm
Directions from 405 South:
Take exit 4 merge onto WA-169 S/Maple Valley HWY toward Maple Valley/Enumclaw
Follow WA-169 S for 2.5 miles
Turn right on 140th Way SE—2.0 miles (Stoplight)
Turn left onto SE Petrovitsky Rd. (Stoplight)
Park on left at Stop light/Parkside Way SE
Directions from 405 North
Take exit 4 for 900 W toward 169 S/Renton/Enumclaw
Merge onto Sunset BLVD N.
Turn Left onto WA-169 S (2nd stoplight)
Turn right on 140th Way SE—2.0 miles (stoplight)
Turn left onto SE Petrovitsky Rd. (stoplight)
Park on left at Stop light/Parkside Way SE

18th Annual Co-Ed Softball Tournament will start at 8:30am
Mail team rosters by June 30th to: Ron Jilk, Softball Chair
210 Queen Anne Ave N Suite 201
Seattle, Wa. 98109
15 member maximum/3 women minimum per team. Open to NALC and Craft Union Members.
Family members 15 and over welcome with proof of insurance for minors.
Chriss Daniels Picnic Chair 425-444-5711/ Ron Jilk Softball Chair 425-244-1113
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Twin Lakes Homepage:
-Asst. Secretary-Treasurer Kevin Gottlieb-

I

attended the 5th game of the 1984
World Series when the Detroit
Tigers clinched the series and
defeated the San Diego Padres. This
was an exciting time in my life and
pride was high being a lifelong Tiger
fan. Just as Seahawk fans felt a few
years ago with their Super Bowl
Victory. There is such an awesome
feeling when the team you root for
attains a championship, you truly
feel like you are part of that team. It’s
the same as union members when
we attain a huge victory by way of a
grievance settlement. Recently, the
Twin Lakes employees
had a huge victory.
Last fall MPOO Kevin
Young pulled into the
Twin Lakes Post Office
employee parking lot.
It was break time and a
few carriers, as they do
every day, were walking
across the street to get
coffee at Starbucks.
MPOO Young came
into the office yelling
and instructed the
supervisors to perform
investigative interviews
on all the carriers that
went across the street.
He stated there was no
way they could walk to
Starbucks, order, wait for
their order to be made
and be back in the office
during their 10 minute
break. As these carriers
do every day they
returned within their
allotted break time.

This was still not good enough
for MPOO Young. He instructed
management to put an end to this
practice. The carrier supervisor held
a stand-up putting an end to going to
Starbucks during the morning break.

Twin Lakes is
Win Lakes

Well, a few rebel carriers decided
in early December to walk over to
Starbucks to get a coffee. Guess who
pulled into the parking lot but none
other than MPOO Young and he threw
a fit. He basically had these carriers
given investigative interviews and
punished our station manager by
sending him on a detail, which he
never returned from.
The carriers were again given a
stand-up and stern instruction by the
supervisor that they were no longer

allowed to leave the compound; I
mean postal property during their
morning break. Also discontinued was
the practice of one carrier walking
to the front of the building to get her
newspaper, which she had been doing
for the past 18 years.

MPOO Young and the supervisors
spent that evening putting up
concertina wire on the fences around
the parking lot and they were
electrified. Snipers were positioned
on the roof tops between the hours of
7:00am until all carriers were on the
street. Surprisingly no carriers were
lost during the lock down who needed
their caffeine fix. OK! I exaggerate,
but according to the supervisor
during his stand-up we were told we
could not leave the premises during
our morning break. We could walk to
the fence line and not go any further.
Like children on
the playground
or dogs wearing
invisible fence dog
collars. A few days
after lock down
was implemented,
I noticed this
supervisor get in
his car and leave the
compound during
his morning break.
I guess what’s good
for the goose is not
good for the gander.
The lockdown at
Twin Lakes ended
with a Step B
Decision. The postal
military troops and
snipers pulled back
from their positions.
The carriers at Twin
Lakes received their
decision and the
practice of leaving
the compound would
be reinstated and the carriers would
be allowed to go to Starbucks or get
a newspaper. On their first visit to
Starbucks a photo was taken with a
group of happy Twin Lakes carriers.

(Continued on Page 19)
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(Milestones & Memories from back)
Administrative Assistant Nick
Vafiades. They were:
*Earl Frank, Jr.
*Richard Klein
*Wayne Morgan
*David Parmelee

Four members were recognized for
55 years of NALC membership, and
Gary Nolta was on hand to receive
his 55-year pin.

*Gary Nolta		
*John Otis.		
*Robert Peterson
*Gerald Samson
			
Six members were recognized for
60 years of NALC membership, with
Larry Austin and Richard McFaddon
present to receive congratulatory
letters from President Rolando and
60-year pins.
*Larry Austin 		
*Ronald Eng		
*Richard McFaddon
*Kenneth Nelson		
*Larry Olsen			
*Dan Padilla

Each of the attendees was
handed the microphone to share
a memory, or just to say hello. A
number of pictures of the event
were taken, and we will post
them on our website, NALC79.
org. Congratulations to all our new
lifetime members.
WSALC Memorial Services

On May 22nd, at the 2016
Washington State Letter Carrier
Convention, delegates from every
corner of the state honored the
memories of those Brothers and
Sisters who have passed on. While
the names were read, a Brother
or Sister carried a long-stemmed
carnation to the front of the
auditorium in their honor. I had
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the honor of carrying a carnation
in memory of my long-time Ballard
Brother Marshall Goddard. Once the
reading of the names was complete,
Brother Austin Cooper sang a
beautiful rendition of “It’s so hard
to say goodbye”. After a moment of
silence, a trumpet sounded taps to
close the ceremony.
Those Brothers and Sisters honored
from Branch 79 were:
*Ellsworth Bartlebaugh, Retired
*Joseph Belanger, Retired
*Albert Biermann, Retired
*Patrick Davis, Gold Card
*Donald Fortune, Gold Card
*Rex Gibson, Gold Card
*Marshall Goddard, Retired
*Tyrone Gordly, Retired
*William Guiberson, Gold Card
*Arnold Hamilton, Retired
*Fred Hawkins, Jr, Active
*Pat Higgins, Gold Card
*Jack Holt, Gold Card
*Ron Leonard, Retired
*Beatrice Lessard, Retired
*James Malneritch, Retired
*Louis Maxwell, Active
*Nathan Mendenhall, Retired
*Keith Moody, Retired
*Paul Phillips, Gold Card
*Ray Schwan, Gold Card
*Robert Stumpf, Gold Card
*Roger Vert, Retired
Branch Donations
During the month of May, Branch 79
made donations to:
*Lifewise
*USO
*Shriner’s Temple #64
If you have a favorite charity or
organization you would like the
Branch to donate to, please send
the Trustees information about the
charity for review. Please include
the name of the charity, what they
do, and their address.
Send the information to:
NALC Branch 79 Board of Trustees,
210 Queen Anne Ave N #201,
Seattle, WA 98109
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(Twin Lakes from Page 18)
The employees at Starbucks were also
happy to see these carriers return.

MPOO Young and Twin Lakes
management attempted to again show
disrespect to their employees, to keep
them down, destroy any semblance
of human dignity, take away their
contractual rights and discontinue
an established past practice, which
also had supervisors at times giving
money to these carriers to get them
coffee or oatmeal and bring it back
to them. These practices have been
restored, which brought angst and
anger from management. The first
day the carriers were leaving the
building to head to Starbucks brought
a stern and loud reminder over the PA
system from the supervisor. I heard
a few carriers laughing, not sure if it
was because of the exaggerated anal
announcement or that a right taken
away had been given back.
It’s a win for Twin Lakes!! It’s a
personal win for each carrier that
wants to get a coffee or newspaper
on their break. It’s a win for the
union at Twin Lakes. Many carriers
have commented about this victory.
We are beaten down daily by this
management team in Twin Lakes with
investigative interviews happening on
a weekly, if not a daily basis. Carriers
are being interviewed for missing an
Amazon scan, scanning a parcel twice
(Yup! That’s true). Discipline is on the
rise in Twin Lakes to a point I have
never seen before as a steward for
11 years in the Auburn Installation.
The supervisor told me the carriers
deserve the discipline. I see it as the
supervisor’s failure to properly train
and instruct correctively. The beat
down of the carriers by management
has brought a day of pride back into
their work. For 10 minutes every day,
these carriers can be reminded that
they won a victory over management
when they make that walk to
Starbucks or to get their newspaper.
Congratulation to Twin Lakes on your
victory!!
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